In 1955, aged 15, Carol started a photograph album. Not having a camera of her own, Carol collected photographs taken by other people, including her parents, older sisters, and friends. She also included pictures she had taken using her mother's camera. This magpie collection was added to for a couple of years and then put away. In 1965, 17-year-old Irene similarly began compiling a photograph album. This focused on two summer holidays. Having a camera of her own, a gift for her 14th birthday, Irene's collection contained mainly photographs that she had taken. Irene and Carol were not unusual in collecting photographs and making albums; these were common practices amongst middle-class girls growing up in England in the 1950s and 1960s.
Two teenagers and two representations of girlhood interests and concernsstudied in isolation, however, photograph collections do not usually reveal how their form and content were meaningful for the young album-makers. Yet, over 50 years later, can Irene's and Carol's reflections shed light on the teenage experiences and priorities that shaped their girlhood collections?
In this chapter, I consider what happens when women talk to an interviewer about their girlhood albums. How do photograph collections contribute to memory? What is distinctive about this method compared to interviews focused on a number of individual photographs? To address these questions I draw on a study of the photographs that five middle-class British women, born between 1938 and 1946, collected during their youth in the 1950s and 1960s. The photograph collections were looked at in the context of extended interviews (usually two interviews of around two hours each) with the women who, in their youth, had compiled them. Following a brief personal history, which included answering questions about the role of cameras and photography in their youth, we moved between periods of intense work on the albums to the women talking, without visual prompts, about being a teenager in the 1950s and 1960s. Before concentrating on women's talk about their girlhood photograph collections I consider briefly the theorization of memory in oral history and how photographs contribute to this.
Remembering with Photos
In interviews it is useful to keep in mind a distinction between a "youth-subject perspective" and an "adult-subject perspective." In other words, we need to distinguish between the subject's experience and views when they were young, for example 40 or more years ago ("youth-subject perspective"), and how the subject in adulthood now represents their past youth experience ("adult-subject perspective"). Whereas the photograph collection was embedded in the youthsubject's present, it is now part of the adult-subject's distant past; to make sense of their collection the adult-subject draws heavily on memory. Cultural historians argue that oral histories do not tell us simply about the past, but the complex interweaving of past and present. Memories are reworked over time in light of subsequent experiences and the meanings attached to these. They are also shaped by the cultural context in which the interview takes place; "people do not simply remember what happened to them, but make sense of the subject matter they recall by interpreting it." 1 Whilst there is debate about how much emphasis should be placed on cultural factors, it is widely accepted that people's recollections are complex constructions. 2 The concept of "composure" is used by some cultural historians to explain the processes involved in remembering in an oral history interview. "Composure" refers both to the composition or construction of memories and the subject's composition of a self. Although historians theorize composure in different ways, the outcome is similar; people try to compose stories that contribute to a version of themselves with which they feel comfortable. 3 There are, however, instances where recalled matter is difficult for the subject to compose or live with. Acknowledgment of this has led Summerfield to coin the term "discomposure"; this is the result of "an uncomprehending or unsympathetic audience or a particular terrain of memory" that produces "personal disequilibrium, manifest in confusion, anger, self-contradiction, discomfort, and difficulties of sustaining a narrative." 4 But how do photographs contribute to the process of remembering? Scholars agree that photographs can be a powerful stimulus to memory, although they are less sure as to why. There seem to me to be two aspects to a photographic encounter that are, in practice, interwoven: the memory response and the processing of recalled matter. The first aspect, the memory response, can take two forms; some photographs elicit both. In some instances the memory experience is initially one of reaction to the photograph. It seems first and foremost to be an emotional response, akin to Barthes' "punctum" (the part of an image that is poignant, that "pricks" the viewer) though this is often entangled with vivid recollections of sounds, sights, touch, and smell. More commonly, the response seems to be one of consideration. The subject applies herself or himself to the photograph, considering it in a manner akin to Barthes' "studium" (an interested reading), and recalling people, places, events, and experiences. 5 The memory response to a photograph-both consideration and reaction-is not just about image, but also the photograph's materiality. As Edwards and Hart explain, drawing on Barthes, "image and referent are laminated together" like a "landscape and the window pane" through which it is viewed; meaning is constituted by the relationship between the two. The material form can influence the status consciously or unconsciously given to the content of an image; most notably it can shape assessments of the photograph's authenticity and indexicality (that is to say, the idea that a photograph represents a physical trace of its subject-like a footprint in sand). The memory response may also involve a reaction to the photo-object and its history as, for example, when a photograph is a valued gift. The memory reaction also has a material component. As Rose notes, Barthes' punctum-the "prick" of a photo, which is akin to my memory reaction-produces an embodied response. 6 Recalled matter can consist of visual and other sensory fragments, flashbacks, knowledge, meanings, and feelings. Memories of past experiences are not stored in aspic and are often overlaid with the effects of subsequent experiences, dreams, imaginings, media representations, and the meanings we attach to these. Some recalled matter is, however, relatively unmediated by history and biography. For example, some photographs can prompt the recollection of feelings that would have occurred in looking at the photograph around the time it was taken. Kuhn experienced something similar when, as an adult, she reviewed a film that had profoundly affected her as a child. 7 Stage two of the photographic encounter involves the processing of recalled matter. Memory fragments, facts, and meanings are interpreted, classified, synthesized, and arranged into a coherent account that is articulated to self and others. This process is shaped, but not determined, by contemporary cultural resources, including language, dominant discourses, and collective memories. It is also influenced by the perspectives and interests of the subject and the recall context that includes the dynamics of the interview, and the subject's perceptions of their audiences. The "psychic effects" of past experiences that include "enduring unconscious conflicts" can, according to Roper, also shape this process. The objectives, conscious or otherwise, of this process are to compose memories that make sense to self and others and that present and position the self in ways that one can live with. 8 Photos sometimes bolster the processes of composure in that their content seems consistent with the subject's recollections and can be used as visual evidence of them, or they support a particular version of the past that she or he is comfortable with. But the process of composing memories is not always successful and can result in discomposure. Discomposure occurs particularly when a photo elicits a punctum-like memory reaction, as the often intense, complex and sometimes intimate emotional/sensory recollections can be difficult to tame, name, interpret, and organize into a coherent and comfortable account. The subject may also resist this processing. Discomposed by the photographic encounter, the subject may be rendered speechless or left struggling to find the right words to convey his or her recollections.
Talking About a Photograph Collection
Talking about individual photographs is, however, different from talking about a photographic collection for two main reasons.
First, unlike talk-alone interviews or those focused on a selection of photographs, in interviews about photo-collections the subject is compelled to address visual and material evidence of one of their childhood agendas. During the period of their formation, albums are often added to, but as girls become adults, and particularly after "settling down" into long-term relationships, often with children, teen collections tend to be put away, rarely looked at or revised. Although collections bear the marks of selectivity, it is a youthful selectivity rather than one determined principally by adult sensibilities. Whilst it is the case that most girls relied on photographs taken by other people (especially parents and sometime friends) girls still had authorial power. The subject decided which photographs to include in their albums, how these were arranged, and what captions they required. The photographs that were included in albums were the product of childhood choices, initiatives, and activities. Thus, the photographic albums I looked at represent childhood agendas, that is, what was meaningful and important to young people in the 1950s and 1960s.
A childhood photograph collection confronts the adult-subject with a range of images and objects that the youth-subject deemed important. These often do not correspond to the people, events, or relationships that adult-subjects recall without this prompt or recall as meaningful; they are often unmemorable and insignificant. In addition, photograph collections often contain features that, either wholly or partially, anchor meanings that were once important. These anchoring devices include the organization of photographs as well as captions and details scribbled on the front or back of a picture. Working with collections also brings to light absences and raises questions about the significance of these; albums typically present material traces of missing photographs-gaps, captions, corners-and prompt the adult-subject to account for what has been removed from their collection. While it is tempting to focus only on what is visible in collections, accounts of what is excluded are important for contextualizing what is included and refining the interpretation of the childhood agenda. Absences do not equate with unimportance.
Different sorts of photographic material facilitate different memory experiences; the specificity of photographic prompts is therefore an important consideration in photo-interviews. For an interviewee, remembering with a childhood photograph collection is, for example, a different experience than reflecting on a few photographs they have selected to speak about. 9 In the latter, the selection is a choice dictated by concerns at the time of the interview rather than when the pictures were produced or acquired. These selections represent present-day adult agendas such as the interviewee's assessments of the purpose of the interview; the impressions about their past and present selves they want to project to the interviewer and the audience of the research; how they want to see their past self and its relation to their present self; or adult assessments of what is a "good" photograph. Given that meanings and memories change over time, the selection fits a current version of the past. Selected photographs are also likely to be those that have remained in use and have long-term relevance rather than those with ephemeral and child-specific significance, typically photographs of the self and key family members rather than pictures of childhood friends and sweethearts. Of course, photographic images portray more than the interviewee's "photographic memory stories" and this facilitates explorations that go beyond the scene depicted, enriching and disrupting the initial account. 10 In contrast to talking about a collection, a selection necessarily involves the exclusion of some, if not many, personal photographs. Some old photographs are regarded as unrepresentative, uninteresting, or inconsistent with recollections; these pictures are unlikely to be selected. Research points to the disjuncture that can occur between memories and the "evidence" of photographs, particularly when adults revisit photographs of themselves when children that were taken by their parents.
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Whereas scholars may use these pictures as opportunities for "contesting that construction, of rewriting the present by way of revising the past," interviewees may prefer the easier option of ignoring or discounting them. 12 However, what is excluded may be as revealing as what is included, as Walkerdine realized when she confronted her own efforts to suppress a reviled self-portrait. 13 The second distinctive feature of looking at and talking about photograph collections is that it involves the subject composing two inter-connected sets of accounts-about individual photographs and the collection as a whole. Talk about a childhood collection is more than a stringing together of discreet accounts about photographs and is not reducible to these; the aggregate is more than the sum of its parts.
Scholars agree that photograph albums contain narrative structures. According to Chalfen, they have a "visual narrative style developed to deliver culturally significant tales and myths about ourselves to ourselves." Although photographs are seen typically as "keys to memory" in that only insiders know the detailed stories that the photographs speak to, some argue that the main features of an album's narrative can be reconstructed by an outsider. As Walker and Moulton explain, "every photo album is constructed on the basis of some implicit narrative" and if the genre is identified it is possible to "begin to imagine the structure of a narrative which would reasonably accompany it." Although narrative structures are typically attributed to literary and visual conventions, Langford argues that a photograph album is organized around verbal narration conventions. It is a "mnemonic device for storytelling" and only comes to life through talk; "speaking the album is not merely the supplement of photographic and textual reading, but the discovery of the album's ordering principle . . . The contents, structure and presentation of a photographic album are the vestiges of its oral scaffolding." When the compiler is not available to narrate their album, the original "conversation" is "suspended," but this "conversation" can be reactivated by an outsider's empathic oral performance of the album. In my research, albums are narrated by their compilers. Interestingly, in light of the emphasis placed on people's usual practices of talking about their albums, none of my interviewees recalled doing this with their girlhood collections (although it is possible that they told stories to themselves or anticipated oral storytelling). 15 Reviewing an album did not lead to a simple resurrection of an original girlhood story; stories change over a lifetime. Moreover, childhood photograph collections were often unfamiliar terrain; it had been many years since most of my subjects had studied theirs. And when, as sometimes happened, women literally deconstructed their childhood albums to make new ones for their own children, this process did not lead to a retracing of the collection's story, but merely the mining of it for evidence to fit a different one-that of their children's family history. In all cases there was not a rehearsed account, but one that was generated in the interview. However, although albums do have narrative structures (this is often overstated because albums also serve as a means merely of containing and tidying away loose photographs that people do not feel comfortable discarding), the talk that emerged in interviews was the result of more complex processes than is usually acknowledged. So how did women produce accounts of their childhood photograph collections?
Talk about an album is, in part, the product of engagement with the collection as a whole; photograph collections are material and visual objects in their own right that people engage with in distinctive ways. Interviewees introduce, explain, and frame their collections by what they say and do. Albums also require navigation. Through what is talked about at length, merely commented on, or ignored, the subject navigates a visible path through their collection. This path is shaped not only by what is present; sometimes interviewees also recalled missing photographs. Though the interviewer can ask the interviewee to explain what is ignored, preferred pathways are still revealed. This navigation process also includes verbal and nonverbal commentary that occurs between photographs, relating to what is visible and invisible in the collection.
Subjects worked out the detail of their collections, identifying people, places, events, relationships, and dates. Irene, for example, could not always rely on her memory or on written clues in her albums; often she had to work out what her photographs depicted. Her memory of the events portrayed was sometimes based on her recollection of their meaning or the feelings associated with them, from which she then worked out what was likely to have happened, as indicated by phrases such as "I imagine" and "I think I was trying to." Like all my interviewees, Irene is best seen as an "expert co-analyst" rather than an authority on her collection.
The women also wove accounts as they navigated their collections. Visual and material evidence from the girlhood collection is not simply reported on. Women also drew on memories of girlhood formed prior to, and independent of, looking at their childhood collections. These were not always consistent with the photographic evidence. As Holland notes, photograph collections "force us to negotiate with our personal memories." Memories about the collection-such as why and how it was started and what happened to it over time-were folded into the composition. Accounts also drew on recollections prompted by individual photographs; these contradicted, confirmed, or added new dimensions to preexisting memories and the emerging account of the collection. Women's current needs and interests added a further layer of complexity to their compositions, as did their attempts to engage with the demands and dynamics of the interview. 16 The unfolding account of an album was not usually a neat narrative, but an account interspersed with facts, stories, comments, asides, subtle or unsubtle directions on how to proceed through the collection, and nonverbal reactions and expressions. The richness of the account is best appreciated by standing back from the specifics of the interview. Akin to an impressionist painting, the responses of the interviewee appear as fragments when looked at closely, but narrative threads can often be detected when the interview is viewed holistically.
Women's Accounts of Their Girlhood Photograph Collections
To illustrate the interweaving of processes involved in talking about a photograph collection I now look at two women's accounts, first Irene's, then Carol's.
In my first meeting with Irene we concentrated on an album she had compiled in 1965 and 1966 when she was 17 and 18. This focused on two holidays, one in the Lake District, the other in Wales. Irene had her own camera, but though she had been taking photographs since she was 14, this was her first album. The photographs in this album were taken mainly by Irene, but some also by her mother and friends using Irene's camera. A few photographs given to her by other people were also included.
The collection is evidence of some of Irene's youthful concerns and agenda. Whilst the inclusion of photographs indicates that their subject matter was important to Irene, their significance is not always clear to the outsider. The youth agenda emerged, however, as Irene clarified her relationships with people and explained what was happening in photographs. In a nutshell, Irene's album was preoccupied with herself, her friends, especially her cousin Liz with whom she went on holiday, and activities that included walking, photography, and "copping off " with boys.
The album presents Irene with prompts that she may not have spoken to without the album; photographs and events that are now deemed inconsequential, or which have been forgotten or even blocked from memory. Of course, Irene hones in on some photographs and photographic details rather than others, but each photograph requires some sort of explanation. This is not always a comfortable process. In Irene's collection there are several small group photographs that feature "Colin." His name is written into the album so he was clearly worth a mention at the time it was produced. Looking at these photographs Irene feels she has to explain him, but she is clearly uncomfortable with this memory. She refers to him rather dismissively as "the builder" and explains that she does not know what she saw in him, "God knows why I got off with him. He was a builder. He was horrible. We had nothing in common." Irene's reaction is one of discomposure. Colin was a boyfriend Irene preferred to forget. Her recollections of him were incompatible with the versions of her teenage and adult selves that she now cherishes.
Irene weaves a narrative through what she says and the way she guides my viewing of her album. Her account produces a different story to the one that emerges from talk alone. This is partly because the album focuses principally on holidays. It is also because Irene sees in her album evidence of an important relationship with her cousin Liz.
Liz is in many of the photographs. There are 42 photographs in the album. Liz is identifiable in 14, and mentioned in 10 of the photograph captions. Liz is clearly central to Irene's girlhood agenda. However, the importance of Liz is not just a product of the album's content, but is generated by the way Irene navigates her collection. The relationship between Irene and Liz is central to Irene's account of her album and of the life she sees represented there. In the very first photograph Irene identifies both herself and her cousin in a group picture. After this, Irene routinely identifies both herself and Liz as we proceed through her collection:
That's my cousin There's me and cousie There's me and cous That's us Looking at one particular photograph, Irene commented, "nobody in there that we know." This is a revealing and important point; the people in this photograph were not central characters in Irene's story.
Irene talks at length about the photographs in which she appears with Liz. She adds color to black-and-white photographs, fills in details that are not visible to the eye, and tells stories about Liz and what they got up to in their youth. Even if Liz is not central to a photograph, the photographs that generate stories frequently feature Liz. One photograph of a group of young people resting during a walk features a man smoking. I pointed this out and Irene proceeded to talk at length about her smoking career, which was precipitated by Liz, "We were heavily into smoking. My cousin led me astray. It was her fault."
Irene's account also draws on memories of her collection, including absent photographs. One photograph that Irene was at particular pains to talk about was actually missing from the album. This absent photograph nevertheless left material traces: This is a really great one of me and Liz . . . It's obviously pouring with rain and I'm wearing my souwester, but we're in little shorts. And the rain gear was so dreadful that the water went straight through it. I remember we ended up having to wade through streams because a small group of us got lost. And I can distinctly remember one of the party standing in a stream and saying "it's alright, it only comes up to here." Subsequently, Irene emailed me a scanned copy of the photograph. She had removed the photograph from her album fairly recently to show to her cousin.
Irene's account of her album sheds light on the significance of Liz for Irene. When Irene viewed her album she commented that she had not realized how much of her youth she had spent with her cousin. Liz is not, however, a prominent figure in the talk-alone interview which covers life outside of holidays, and the album only accounts for four weeks of Irene's teenage years. Irene's comment about being with Liz seems exaggerated, but it is perhaps suggestive of Liz's influence which extended beyond holidays.
The narrative about Irene and Liz is in response to the album's youth agenda, but Irene's account contributes emphasis that cannot be explained solely by the youthful significance of this relationship. Irene's focus on Liz may also be a product of the interview. To Irene I am a historian researching teenage girls and their photographs from the 1950s and 1960s; I do not have a personal interest in Irene's youth. Given this, it is not surprising that Irene concentrates on the two most prominent teenagers in her photograph collection. However, the focus on her cousin is also a means by which Irene locates herself in relation to a "typical teenager," a construction that draws on dominant discourses about youth in this period. Repeatedly Irene presented herself as having had an old-fashioned upbringing in contrast to her cousin, whose youth conformed more to the dominant image of a teenage girl (at least, according to the adult Irene). Though the talk-alone interview provided evidence of this old-fashioned upbringing, it is in her discussion of photographs of Liz that Irene offers this self-assessment. The first photograph featuring Liz and Irene prompted this comment (see Figure 2. 
1):
Liz was always with it, should we say. I mean, she was a bit of a raver. She must have given her mother nightmares . . . I was veering much more towards the, sort of, Beatnik style. But I made that suit, that was khaki. Some dreadful fabric I got from somewhere or other. And it also had a pair of flared trousers that went with it. But this (pointing to Liz's outfit) was a very smart suit. She, Lizbeth, always had her hair fashionably cut. I never go near a hairdresser's, never did. Confirming the impression that the adult Irene did not see her young self as a proper "teenager," at several points, and often after mentioning Liz, Irene described herself as "rather boring." Carol experienced her teenage years ten years earlier than Irene, but she too compiled an album. She started it in 1955, when 15. Although the album begins with a collection of photographs of a younger Carol, the album is not arranged in strict chronological order. Photographs of Carol at 11 appear opposite ones of her at 16.
The most striking feature of the album is the focus on photographs from 1956 and 1957 when she was 16 and 17 (Carol left school at 17). There are five sets of photographs from this period, and each relates to change and growing up. Whereas photographs from pre-1956 portray Carol principally as a daughter, photos from 1956 and 1957 present Carol in relationships outside the nuclear family, as an aunt and, in particular, as a friend. Whilst the focus on 1956 and 1957 could be explained in terms of the availability of photographs, which is not insignificant, Carol's recollections confirm and expand on the importance of this period. As Carol explained, "Life started for me at 16." Carol had little to say about most of her early photographs, but accounts of later ones were colorful and lively. The relationships featured were meaningful and sometimes intense, as suggested by Carol's passionate account of her holiday with Christine, "On our last. Our last summer [said in semi-humorous mock of her words] we went to Ireland together to stay with her relatives. We just had really loads and loads of good fun together. It was absolutely fantastic. A hell of a summer."
Carol's account of her album draws out the youthful agenda and the importance for the teenage Carol of growing up and gaining independence. However, this narrative jostles uneasily against another, a narrative of loss, Carol's loss of independence on marriage when she was 24 which involved the distancing of previously close friends and the loss of her position as "Daddy's girl" as she became a woman, wife, and mother.
The narrative of loss relating to the father-daughter relationship emerges in part from how Carol framed my viewing of her album. Although there are no photographs of Carol's father affixed in her album, he is central to this narrative thread. As Carol passed the album to me, she extracted from the front cover a small, loose, black-and-white photograph of her parents that was sent to her when she left home for university. Although both parents are featured, Carol points out her father and describes how his hair went white when she left home, apparently because of his sadness at losing his daughter. She then picks up the photograph and reads the words her father pencilled on the back. It seems that the memories evoked by this photograph are less about the image than the photograph's materiality and material history. The photograph provides Carol with a material link to her father, not just because of the image's indexicality, but because her father wrote on the back and physically handled the photograph. Indeed Batchen would argue that by writing on the photograph the father successfully transformed it into a more "effective memory object"; moreover, Carol's father transformed the photograph from an object that could be just looked at to one that required handling. Although Carol's handling of the photograph could be explained as a practicality, touch did seem intrinsic to the process of remembering. Whereas I was allowed to photograph the visual image, I was not permitted to photograph the words; the prohibition suggests Carol's need to preserve the exclusivity of this photo-object and the intimacy it embodied. 17 Having introduced her father so poignantly, the father-daughter relationship is then woven through the narration of the collection. It is central to the meaning and significance of a portrait of Carol taken by her father in 1951 when she was 11. Carol describes how much she loved, and still loves, this photograph of herself sitting on the grass. In her account of the photograph, Carol says, "We went out on the hills on a beautiful, beautiful day. And I think my Dad and I The interview story is not limited to what is featured in the album, but also embraces absences. Absent photographs can sometimes be detected by material clues in an album, they may also, and only, leave memory traces. Absent images are not only those that once had a place in a collection, but also those photographs that the subject thinks should be present. This is the case with a photograph that Carol no longer has, but which she feels is important to her story, "It's me and my father rolling on the floor fighting for a stick . . . I was 15 and my father was old enough to know better. And we had this stick and we were fighting for it . . . I'm in a coat I know I had when I was 15." The timing of this photograph and its subject-Carol and her father involved in childish intimate play-become particularly meaningful in light of changes that were soon to happen in Carol's life.
The second narrative of loss focuses on Carol's relationship with Christine and revolves around Carol's unhappy marriage at 24 to a jealous and controlling husband. It is a story shaped by the material evidence of her collection and its biography as well as her memories of one particular photograph.
Carol says little about her husband, but in a different way to her father, he figures in her album's story. His presence in her collection is almost palpable to Carol as it is his hands that vandalized her album by tearing out photographs leaving corners and scraps of photographic paper. These lost photographs are of Carol's friends, including Christine. There is only one photograph of Christine in the album; the inclusion of Carol's nephew in the photograph may be the reason it was not destroyed (see Figure 2. 2). This photograph stirs up powerful feelings for Carol, but the effect of this picture is difficult to separate from its material context-a page where there are visible traces of violence. Significantly, Carol does not talk about the detail of the missing pictures. Perhaps the photographs cannot be separated from the violent relationship that led to their destruction.
The muting of the story about marriage relative to that of Carol's growing up is, in part, a result of the interview because Carol did not perceive her marriage to be relevant to my research. I think it is also because Carol did not want to think or talk about her marriage. In spite of this, the story struggles to the surface because of the powerful feelings generated by the material evidence of the album and the photograph of Christine, but it does so in asides, coded comments, and barely suppressed emotion. The story leads to Carol's discomposure because it is painful and sits uneasily with how she wants to see herself. Throughout the interview, Carol kept her distance from me and rarely handled her album. She seemed to be literally keeping the photographs and at least some of her memories at bay.
Talking to people about their photograph collections seems an obvious way to understand photographs and their personal and historical significance. Detailed recollections and complex stories are generated by looking and talking. Moreover photograph collections prompt people about matters that are not otherwise obvious to the researcher or the adult-subject. These memories are products of considerable work on the part of interviewees, but historical insight comes only from teasing these apart.
To do this it is necessary to understand how photographs contribute to remembering. But remembering with photograph collections is different to remembering without photographs or with only a selection of pictures. In interviews that address photograph collections, the collection confronts the adult-subject with a range of images that the youth-subject deemed important. The subject is therefore compelled to address their childhood agenda. However, this is not a simple process. As I have demonstrated, from an adult perspective, and in a particular interview context, women weave accounts about their photo collections. These accounts draw on the "evidence" of their albums, preexisting narratives of their youth, knowledge of the biographies of their collections as well as recollections prompted by looking at, and handling, individual photographs and albums.
The process of weaving an account is not simply an intellectual activity. Seeing and remembering are embodied activities. Women touch their photos and albums, and their memory responses, especially their memory reactions, produce physical sensations from intense pleasure and feelings of comfort, to anxiety, dislike, and pain, sometimes simultaneously. Processing these responses or attempting to ignore or suppress them, generates its own feelings and physical responses, manifest, for instance, in Carol's reluctance to touch her album and her obvious physical discomfort when confronted with the vandalized page.
Women strive for composure in talking about their photograph collections, but this is sometimes elusive because of the complexities involved in processing memories into coherent and comfortable accounts. The potential for discomposure is heightened because the album sets the agenda for discussion, each photo requiring an explanation irrespective of the interviewee's sensibilities.
Notes

